
CONVERSATION & CUISINE: FREEDOM OF SPEECH 
 
Intro: Throughout human history, freedom of speech has been a volatile issue. James Madison 
saw the need to add protection for free speech to the U.S. Constitution — an insightful move 
considering how many times that right has been challenged at home and abroad. The federal 
government has prosecuted people with certain political beliefs. Public schools have banned 
certain books. Religious groups have retaliated against what they consider offensive jokes and 
cartoons. Angry mobs on Twitter have harassed users whose messages are deemed politically 
incorrect. Governments around the world have censored the flow of information or outlawed 
entire religions. If you’ve recently heard about protest marches, fake news, Net Neutrality, or 
athletes taking a knee, you know free speech remains a current and controversial subject. 
 
For this discussion, we will define “freedom of speech” as (1) the right to your own thoughts, 
beliefs, and opinions and (2) the right to publicly express them. 
DQ: Do you agree this right is important? Why or why not? 
 
Most people say they believe in a right to free speech, but many also object to certain kinds of 
expression they deem inappropriate. Everyone seems to have their own exceptions. 
DQ: Should there be limits on free speech? If so, what might be examples of a necessary 
limit? And who should decide what those limits are?  
 
It has become common for people to express an opinion, face blowback for that opinion, and 
then cite freedom of speech in their own defense, as if it absolves them from consequences. 
DQ: In our culture, what kinds of consequences might people face for expressing 
opinions, even if they have a legal right to do so? Are these consequences reasonable? 
 
Imagine an office worker wears a pin to work that says “Abortion Is Murder” or “Liberate 
Palestine.” Or an ER nurse wants to dialogue about religious beliefs with patients. Or a manager 
keeps a Confederate flag or a Black Lives Matter banner hanging in his office. Now imagine 
someone complains to HR about this stuff and you have to decide how to handle it. 
DQ: To what extent does freedom of speech extend into the workplace? 
 
Social networks like Facebook and Twitter are private companies that function like public 
forums. Both have been criticized for removing controversial posts, inconsistently applying 
standards, and amplifying false reports. Yet these services have become the primary source of 
news for a majority of Americans, and they’re now so crucial to personal expression that the 
Supreme Court ruled governments cannot ban criminals from using social media. 
DQ: In what ways has the rise of social media empowered free speech? In what ways has 
it threatened free speech? 
 
We have been operating under the assumption that free speech is a basic human right. 
DQ: Where does the right to speak freely come from? Who or what gives us the right? If 
Congress repealed the First Amendment, would that right cease to exist? 


